BENCHLEY WEINBERGER - AFTER SCHOOL

Heartlight

San Diego Dance

COVERED PATIO
$55 | GRADES K-5

THURSDAYS 2:20 - 3:20PM
APRIL 25 - MAY 30

LEARN FUN & EASY DANCES FROM POPULAR ARTISTS & MOVIES!
GET A CHANCE TO PERFORM @ THE SD FAIR!

PARTICIPATION OPTIONAL - CHECK WEBSITE MID MAY FOR MORE INFORMATION

- NON-PAYMENT 1 DAY BEFORE THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS WILL RESULT IN YOUR CHILD'S NAME NOT BEING ON THE ROSTER SUBMITTED TO THE SCHOOL
- PLEASE LET YOUR CHILD'S SCHOOL TEACHER KNOW THEY WILL BE ATTENDING HEARTLIGHT AFTER SCHOOL
- IF PICKING UP YOUR CHILD, LATE FEES MAY BE INCURRED IF NOT PICKED UP ON TIME

SIGN UP AND PAY ONLINE - HEARTLIGHTSANDieGO.com

QUESTIONS? KIRAHEARTLIGHT@GMAIL.com *PREFERRED*

@facebook HEARTLIGHTSANDieGO.com — TEXT (619) 630 - 4493
HEARTLIGHT SAN DIEGO IS A PROGRAM OF CALIFORNIA FITNESS FUN (CFF), A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION.
1631 MYRTLE AVE, SAN DIEGO, CA 92103 | 619-255-6267